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You've probably noticed that most athletic games have
quarterly or half time breaks. This is useful for a number of
reasons: to quickly assess the effectiveness of the game
plan, to see what is working, to see what is not working, to
see what gains should be consolidated, to determine what
changes need to be made, and to recharge one's batteries
or just catch a breath before jumping back into the fray.
That is what we are going to do.
Long time members of the LifeMap community know my
thoughts about New Year's resolutions. (See the 1/9/07
edition in the LifeMap Archive at www.drpaulpowers.com)
But, if you made one or two this year, this can be a good
time to see how you've done with them. Perhaps, as I
suggested, you put together a longer-term plan or outline to
help you build more satisfaction and reward into your life.
This is the genesis of my term LifeSpace - which puts the
onus on you to make space in your life for the things you
(not others) determine to be important.
Our purpose here is not to crow about successes or to beat
ourselves up about where we may have fallen short. Our
goal is to see how we're doing, to assess if our goals still
matter, to see what our lives have taught us since the last
time we paused to catch our breath and to pick our heads
up to get some perspective on where we are going.

Paths Forward
· Take A Quick Check. Imagine that your best friend just
asked, "So, how are you doing this year?" Right off the top
of your head, without taking time to rationalize or wordsmith
your response, what would you say? Notice that I said it is
your best friend asking you this question; someone who
really cares about the answer. I make this distinction
because I don't want you to, as we usually do, just rattle off
an automatic "Fine, thanks".
Would you give an answer that applies to your overall life?
Or would particular elements of your life come to mind first
(second and third) such as family, social life, career,
finances, health, education, retirement planning, etc.? Would
you focus on where you have or have not succeeded? By
taking this quick check on your feelings those issues that
have been in the back of your mind may come front and
center. Or it could be an opportunity to give voice to the
concerns that have been preoccupying you and that you
haven't had the time or inclination to address. Either way,

this question, if answered honestly, will help you generate
some useful "halftime" information.
· Learn From Both The Highs and The Lows. What events
do you remember from the first six months of this year?
Maybe jog your memory with your date book, calendar or
journal. Jot them down. Were they high points: successful
and enjoyable? Were they low points: of loss and
disappointment? Were they related to family issues,
friendships, career or finances? What fears or challenges did
you face? What risks did you take? What new things did you
try? It may be helpful to complete the following two
sentences.
1. The last six months have taught me - - 2. So, now I should - - Irrespective of whether your memories of this period of your
life are joyful, sorrowful (or like most of us, some of each)
they have something important to teach you about where
you are going, how you feel about the journey and what you
chose to carry forward with you. These are the invaluable
lessons that your life is teaching you.
·Work Is No Mickey Mouse Issue. Or maybe it is since
Walt Disney Company partnered with on- line job site
CareerBuilder.com to conduct a nationwide survey and found
a lot of unfulfilled workers out there - 84% to be exact. A
couple of Princeton profs (including a Nobel laureate) studied
900 Texas women and asked them to reconstruct their daily
activities and rank them two ways: by how much time each
activity took andby how they felt about them. Surprise,
surprise. Work, by far, occupied the most time and ranked
second from the bottom (14th out of 16 activities) in terms
of the positive emotions it created.
Of all the topics I focus on, this is the one that I most fear
will make me sound like a broken record. It is why I wrote
Love Your Job! If you are in the minority of those who love
their job, be thankful and keep on working to make it so. If
you are not, at least you can be assured that you are not
alone. Look to the last six months and see what clues, what
ideas, what new contacts, what new course or seminars,
books or articles you have encountered that can give you
some direction towards an enjoyable occupation. Most
people do not go from hating their job to loving a job in one
great leap. It is a journey of a many steps, so come up with

a handful of practical, sequential steps to get you moving
forward.
· Goals: The 3Ds. Like myself maybe you started the year
with a full agenda and a couple of goals in each important
area of your life. For some reason it seems to be easiest to
look first at what we have not accomplished. So when
assessing progress towards my goals, rather than fight
human nature, I try to remember 3Ds. They are: Distill,
Downplay and Discard. I use these 3Ds to remind me not to
beat myself up when I don't accomplish everything I
attempt. I try to Distill from my experience what worked for
me and what didn't work so I'll know where to most
productively focus my energy as I go forward. I try to
Downplay my failures because if I don't, I find I have a
tendency to obsess on what I've not done instead of what
I've been able to do. Lastly, I've come far enough down
life's road to realize that some goals just aren't going to
come to fruition and that I've got to let them go - to
Discard them. This doesn't mean quitting when the first
obstacle appears, it means realistically taking into account
the effort I've already expended on a goal, the results to
date and an assessment of whether or not this goal is still
relevant to my overall plan.
· Goals: The 3Ps. After focusing on what I haven't done
(always the easy part) I work a bit harder to be able to give
myself some credit for what progress I've made by
remembering 3Ps. They are: Pride, Polish, and Proceed.
Many clients have said that, like me, they were taught to
surrender their power to parents, teachers, the church, etc.
through such sayings as "don't get too big for your britches",
"don't blow your own horn", and "pride comes before the
fall". Thus, sometimes it takes a little re- programming to
convince yourself that you can give yourself partial credit for
progress towards a goal or even taking some well-earned
Pride for accomplishing something of value. The emotional
lift you get will help you commit more energy to further
Polish and improve your approach and motivate you to
Proceed further down the road toward the success you
desire. Remember it is excess pride that comes before the
fall, you can always buy bigger britches, and I hereby give
you permission to blow your own horn - and loudly!
LifeMap is about learning from life and using the data to
achieve the satisfaction and success you desire. Thus, it is
important to periodically take time out to assess one's
progress towards important life goals, to readjust, refine or

discard those goals as needed and to take pleasure as you
can from the journey.

Resources
Someone you know job hunting or thinking about it?
To order the best, concise, all-round job changing guide
available. “Winning Job Interviews: Reduce Interview
Anxiety, Outprepare the Other Candidates, Land the Job You
Love” by Dr. Paul Powers, click the link below.
Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true
vocation?
Or know someone who is? To order your copy of “Love Your
Job! Loving the Job You Have, Finding a Job You Love” by Dr
Paul Powers, click the link below.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksarticles.html

Have Dr. Paul speak at your next meeting or
conference.
Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations from an
acknowledged leader in the field of career and personal
success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html

Have an issue or question you’d like Dr. Paul to address in a future edition? Send an
email to the email address list below.
If you found this issue of LifeMap of value please forward it to 3 people who you think
will enjoy it or you may send us their email address a for a free subscription.
To ensure that LifeMap is delivered to your inbox, please add drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
to your address book or list of approved senders.
(Our privacy policy: we do not share or sell email addresses or any info with any other parties. Ever.)

Sincerely,
Dr. Paul
Email: drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
Phone: 781-237-0550

Fax: 781-237-5721
Web: http://www.drpaulpowers.com
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